WHERE MUSIC SOOTHES WHILE LOBSTERS BROIL

No Restaurant Is Now Complete Without an Orchestra to Serve Wagner, Bach or Chopin to Tempt the Appetite—Noted Musicians Draw Big Crowd.

At a fashionable luncheon,

Some people will eat the soup, but many will listen to the orchestra. One thing is certain, the orchestra has become an essential part of the restaurant experience.

Do Musicians Ever Eat? How one is suddenly lost to one's friend, a musical interlude in the middle of a meal can add a touch of elegance to the dining experience.

The Faces of Nahan Frankel
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The Disease Spreading

It is not uncommon for restaurant tables to be occupied by people who are suffering from maladies caused by the music. The disease spreading is a real concern, and the restaurants are taking steps to address it.

The Pianist's Hands

The pianist's hands are a sight to behold, as they gracefully move across the keys, creating beautiful melodies. The pianist is a true artist, and the music they play is a joy to listen to.
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